372	THE POORER TROPICAL REGIONS
Tropical regions also van^enormoujbLbecause of the amount of rain,
and gjpeciall^^	This leads to ^
greatest possible contrast in vegetation, namely, the contrast between the
magnificent rainforest and the insignificant little grasses on the equator-
^ara^^dcrpElTeserts such^riu^ahara. Win<& top, are peculiarly
impp.d;aiit within the tropics.'~Tn its eTEectTon men a tradewind climate,
such aslhat of Hawaii on the edge of the tropics, differs from an equa-
torial inland climate, such as that of Manaus on the Amazon, more than
it does from that of London. Thus, when diiferences of altitude, soil,
rainfall, and wind are combined, the contrasts^widiin the tropics are
reater thaQjnjany other part ot the world, it is absurd tojalkjibgut
ical Climate. Thgre_are many troi&caLcliraatcs.
Types of Tropical Regions
The four most important types of tropical regions differ greatly in
extent and usefulness.   Unfortunately the two most
small area, and two types that are offittle value are widespread.
On Plate iFread the descriptions and note the distribution of the types
numbered 1 to 4. The two types that are of little use are the Equatorial
Rainforest /T^and the Wet and Dry Low Latitudes (3), which we shall
^resr and Savanna^TypeTTrie Equatorial Rainforest
Occupies a vastarea Tin the Amazon .basin and an almost equally large
arjea in Central Africa. Smaller patches occur irT Central America,
Mexico, Liberia, and neighboring parts of western Africa, as well as in
Central India,~Burma, Indo-China, and the East Indian islands such as
Sumatra, IJofnco, and the Philippines,
Bordering trie jLquatorial Rainforest we usually find cither large tracts
of thejcast valuable type, "namely the tropical Scrub Forest and Savanna
described irT Chapter XV (No. 3 in Plate II), oj: else smaller^ strips of the
most useful kind of tropical area, namely, Wet Tropical Agricultural
Regions (2). In the transition zone where the big rainforest gradually
gives place to the orchardlike scrub forest, there is usually a jungle zone,
and this is properly part of the region of Wet Tropical Agriculture. It is
too irregular in shape and often too small to be shown in Plate II, but it
must be carefully taken into account. It supports a good share of the
tropical people.
Pick out the Tropical Scrub Forest and Savanna (Wet and Dry Low
Latitudes) in Plate lL Note their vast sizejn Africa, and the way in
which they surround the Equatorial Rainforest^ and are broken by islands
of Wet Tropical Agriculture (2) and Cool Tropical Highlands (4). In
South America another huge area of scrub forest and savanna, almost as
large as the United States, is broken into two main parts, and is bordered

